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‘A gathering of uncertainties’

‘Studying simple yet beautiful worked tools and weapons over the years,
you begin to see things through the mind of the people that made them
and the landscapes they inhabited, the climate the vegetation and even the
animals living near by. What you learn from these objects is not expertise but
a gathering of uncertainties, and it is from these that we must work.’
Julia Blackburn: Time Song - Searching for Doggerland
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‘A gathering of uncertainties’
Messums London
Studio works
13 September - 4 October 2019
Messums Wiltshire
Large scale works and commissions
14 September - 20 October 2019

London Preview
Thursday 12 September, 6pm
Wiltshire Preview
Artist talk and screening of ‘Colossus’ by Phil Cairney
Friday 13 September, 6.30pm
Man of Stones - The story behind its making

Photo credit: Claire Waddell

Film screening followed by Laurence Edwards
in conversation with Bill Jackson and Calvin Winner
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Saturday 19 October, 6pm
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Laurence Edwards The Last Man
by Calvin Winner
At Midday on the high tide of the 22nd March, 2016, A Thousand Tides was floated with the aid of a raft along Butley Creek. As

husks with craggy and wrinkly surfaces, they have pronounced individual character. Edwards has sought to anthropomorphise

the tide turned and ebbed away a solitary figure was laid to rest on the intertidal mudflats. There it was left to slowly sink and

veteran trees, much like Constable and Gainsborough before him. They often saw them as worthy of individual portraits

decay over the course of millennia and more. Washed twice daily in the saline tide, this was a symbolic laying to rest. Laurence

or evoking a sense of a living natural sculpture. This is also true of John Crome, another native East Anglian artist, whose

Edwards described it as ‘giving back to the creek’. Echoing the resting place of old Raedwald in the neighbouring estuary of

Poringland Oak, 1818, is one of the finest examples. In more recent times, contemporary artists such as Joseph Beuys, Ai

the river Deben. But there are numerous other Anglo Saxon burials of the old Kingdom. The so-called ‘Sandmen’ that survive

Weiwei and Giuseppe Penone have all made dendrological works. Edwards’ Staverton Man is a dual portrait of man and tree.

as a fragile trace in the strata of the sandy soil. A human shadow recording their former existence.

His Sylvan Man is entwined and bound by woodland growth. Modern Nature, a mighty truck encrusted with a crystalline form.

The creeks and estuaries of East Anglia such as the Alde, Blyth and Waveney are where the boom of the Bittern can still
be heard. These waterways help to define this region and have made this artist. They have helped to shape and inform his

Arbour, another new work, is a life-size figure who lies prostrate and alert to his physical connection to nature as coppiced
poles bisect him and provide succour.

sculpture. According to Edwards, the rivers, creeks and tributaries feed the landscape much like the veins and vascular

Edwards’ work became more widely known after his startling inclusion in the Aldeburgh Festival of 2008. On the fifth of June

systems feed the body. His works are imbued with the significance of place - they speak of landscape, process and body.

that year, the Creek Men made their journey along the Alde. Three ‘ent-like’ giants were carried by raft from Slaughden quay,

Edwards’ sculptures start with clay to which he adds amounts of plant life and more recently flint. They are temporal and trace
the passage of time. One way to measure time in this part of England is littoral erosion. The coastal zone is in a constant state of
flux. The shifting sands and gravels recede and reform as the soft shelly cliffs crumble under their own weight. They sometimes
reveal portals into impossibly distant hominin activity. Recent discoveries of stone tools at Pakefield dating back some 700,000

along the river Alde as far inland as the Maltings at Snape. Here amongst the reed-bed, the three primordial titans bore witness
to the marsh. They stood like sentinels as if they were the last three survivors of some unseen cataclysmic event. Each figure
the bastard son of its predecessor, created from the same clay model. Each successive figure constructed from the remains of
the previous one. Re-constructed, reconstituted and finally rebirthed, breathing new life into an inanimate object.

years are witness to this. Edwards routinely walks along the stretch of coastline between Pakefield and Covehive, feeding his

Almost ten years later, on the afternoon of 4th April, 2018, I had my first encounter with a colossus that was taking shape in

creative imagination. But if we are to explore the age of things, we should start in geological time and with flint, a stone that

Edwards’ Halesworth foundry. Working over an enormous metal armature, he had been building up the towering form in plaster

fascinates Edwards and defines East Anglia.

for some time. Working on this scale, the artist discovered new methods of modelling and shaping its giant form. The process

Early humans made use of small flakes of flint and created versatile and often beautiful stone tools. Much later it was utilised
as a building material, visible in the numerous medieval churches of the region and outstanding examples of decorative
flushwork such as the old priory at Butley. Flint is a form of the mineral quartz and often found in eccentrically shaped nodules
in sedimentary rocks such as chalk, the bedrock in these parts. It is unforgiving, hard and as brittle as glass. Its mysterious

of transforming the plaster giant into bronze is the result of over fifty poured molten metal castings. At twenty-six feet high,
this strident behemoth waits for purpose and reason. Uncertain of its precise motive, one remains wary of the giant. When
completed, it will rise in the Suffolk landscape, in parkland near Dunwich. In the shadow of its great height, the spectator is
reduced to a Lilliputian scale, perhaps a truer reflection on our place in the natural order of things.

formation is still debated but essentially it is a form of petrification. The bone and vertebrae of ancient sea creatures transforms

On the 14th March, 2019, I saw the clay model of another giant. At eight feet somewhat smaller than the colossus but

into a gloopy, syrupy gel like substance. In its early stage of formation, this protean flint-gel moves under geological pressure

nevertheless still larger than life-size. The figure named Man of Stones, a theme that he had been working on for almost a

squeezing into burrows and homes of long forgotten creatures in chalk. Over millennia, this coalesces into the characteristic

decade but this time with a specific location in mind. The figure will emerge from a promontory of land beside the river Yare,

hard, brittle and glass-like stone. Sometimes they form into mysterious and strange flint circles found in the chalk reefs along

in the Sainsbury Centre Sculpture Park. It is a deceptively remote and wild place, with broad reed marsh and woodland. The

the north coast of East Anglia. Known as Paramoudra, the flint nodules align in spherical vertebrae reflecting the burrowing

artist collected source material from the site, such as branches, twigs, fungi and bulrushes. The sculpture combines Edwards’

methods of a long extinct ancient and fantastical sea creature.

concern for nature, ecology and his interest in geology. It reminds us of our interdependent relationship with our environment.

Another measure of time found here is in the clay that can be seen intermittently along the coastal cliffs of Norfolk and Suffolk.
Known by geologists as the Cromer Forest-bed Formation, where ancient tree stumps are found on the seabed. A stretch
of territory known as Doggerland and once a land bridge to the continent. Here too are fossils of mammoth, sabretooth cat,
bison and other exotic creatures that are revealed at low tide. The forest-bed reminds us of their more recent relatives, yet

The torso of the figure is encrusted with flinty stones, perhaps symbolising the ground from which it emerges. The spectator
may initially be startled by the sight of the figure emerging from the river valley. However, this benign figure is a symbolic
guardian of nature, offering protection to its watery home. Not unlike the river god made by Giambologna in the 1580s. Less
a haunting presence and more of a celebratory blessing.

nevertheless old by human standards, that survive in our own time. Coppiced oaks are some of the oldest living things in
England. Edwards discovered a sacred grove of veteran oaks during his time at Butley. This place with its monster trees has
a mesmeric effect instilling a sense of mystery and awe. The apparent age is not only suggested by their enormous girth, but
because of their wizened trunks and overarching branches recalling limbs. Sometimes little more than shattered weathered
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Edwards’ work explores the complex relationship between humans, nature and their environment. This connecting of humanity
and nature through the use of allegory and exploring themes from ancient myths and particularly Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
Edwards’ transmutations transcend the physical material and are consumed with loss and sublimation, where the physical
body becomes a vessel to carry metaphor and meaning. Edwards has expressed his admiration for the sculptor Germaine
Richier and her sculptural treatment of the human body in various states of degradation. Storm Man, 1947–8, for example, is a
painfully eroded soul whose great bulk offers little protection from the corrosion which eats right into the heart of the sculpture.
In Lacuna, a new work by Edwards, a head alone survives as little more than a deeply eroded husk. Its failing structure and
exposed cavities are supported by an array of tiny props, fused and entwined into the skull’s fragile surface.
Edwards starts his sculpture by building up the human form with squelchy oozy clay over a metal armature. In this soft clay
phase his expressiveness takes hold as he builds form with abandonment and demonstrating a joyous celebration of the
material. Executed in a loose style that conveys speed and expression. There is also great dexterity in the manner of his
forebears, such as Bernini. As the clay hardens to a leathery skin, Edwards inflicts repeated assaults in a reductive process all
about loss, leaving a surface marked, pitted and eroded. This continues through the various stages of plaster and wax moulds
before fire and molten metal give lasting form.
Man of Stones joins a whole series of archetypes that Edwards has created in a series of enigmatic characters such as The
Carrier with bundles of long branches, whilst weighed down by his burden, acts as a balancing beam. Or The Catcher, and
its latest majestic variant, After the Flood. The outstretched arms of this impressive figure have become wing-like and as if by
filtration, they have become encrusted with organic matter of reed, wood and webbing. The recent figure, Patriarch is perhaps
the most uncompromising of them all. Some figures, such as Crystal Man are encrusted with crystals propagating from the
chest cavity. Whilst reminding us of the essential geometry of all nature at a molecular level, they serve to remind us where this
is found more visibly in the forms of the quincunx and fractal repetition. Part of the philosophical discourse since Plato, the five
geometric solids have long fascinated artists, not least da Vinci and Dürer. Edwards’ fascination has come from his reading of
W.G. Sebald’s Rings of Saturn and his enquires into the Norwich physician and natural scientist, Thomas Browne.
On 20th October 2018, Edwards left his familiar East Anglian edgelands. Guided by anthropologist Piers Vitebsky, he travelled
to the impossibly remote north-eastern hinterland of Siberia to visit the Eveny people. Edwards’ time with the Eveny herders
has created a new series of sculptures. Adorned and bound, they are stitched, secured and fastened with rope and twine. The
work is fastidious yet without end, as expressed in Laughing Strings, a title recalling the words of W.B. Yeats. An endless game
of tying and knotting, tighter and taut. The figures are bound but not smothered, their spirits may still roam and their bodies
exhale. In Dividing Line and Loose Ends, the figure is encrusted with intertwining organic matter and then loosely bound in thick
rope. The coiled rope serves to define the space in which the sculpture is held as in the succinctly titled, Coil. In other work
such as Shuttle, the figure is suspended in a cocoon of basketry, recalling fish traps. Or Tether, where the figure is contained
or snared. Caravan is a group of figures that are combined and bound together. They share the same communal predicament.
The tension of the bindings brings to mind the interdependency of a community such as the Eveny and their precarious survival
in these uncertain ecological times.
The Eveny herders’ fragile existence reminds us of the importance of humanity finding a balance with nature, during what we
have become to understand as the age of the Anthropocene. This may be little more than a blip in the order of time but with
deep and profound consequences for the survival of our species. Edwards’ time with the Eveny must serve to remind us that
we are part of nature rather than independent of it. Is in fact, Edwards recording the Last Man? This important question will no
doubt inform his work in the next phase.

Calvin Winner is Head of Collections and Curator at the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts
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Man of Stones
Bronze
240 x 90 x 75cm
1 in a series of 5

12

13

My Hiccuping Heart
Bronze
44 x 55 x 19cm
1/9

I wish I might be a thinking stone
Bronze
44 x 32 x 13cm
1/9
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15

16

17

18

19

More requested

Hands Over Head

Bronze
200 x 110 x 50cm
2/9

2020

21

IMAGE to use in DROPBOX
haven’t found it

The Patriarch

Bronze
200 x 110 x 50cm
2/9

22

23

Drapeau

Bronze
26 x 19 x 9cm

All Work

Hands Over Head Maquette

Bronze
25 x 11 x 10cm
3 /15

Bronze
25 x 11 x 10cm
2/15

Homme du Drapeau
Bronze

23 x 33 x 20cm
1/9

24

Brooding Man IV
Bronze
25 x 13 x 5cm
5 /15

Grip

Bronze
24 x 9 x 9cm
3/15

Patriarch

Bronze
24 x 9 x 9cm
4/15

Guardian

Bronze
24 x 9 x 9cm
5 /15
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Laurence Edwards After the Flood
by Fiona Gruber
After the Flood: Laurence Edwards’ six-foot male figure has collected a carapace of debris. Tree branches, grasses, matter

The soil is ancient and friable; it hadn’t experienced hooved animals like sheep and cattle before. Add to that intensive

both vegetable and animal, man-made and natural, reshape him. He seems to have sprouted wings – strong protrusions

agriculture and, two hundred years later much of the soil now has toxic levels of salinity; the change in the water table has

spring from each shoulder and these flanks are fourteen foot in width.

destroyed fragile ecosystems that have thrived for thousands of years. And with climate change, rising temperatures are

But this horizontal beam could also be a yoke, balanced on his shoulders, weighing him down. The figure’s arms are by his

outstripping nature’s ability to adapt.

side, suggesting the burden is not of his choosing, and the rigid pose suggests both resistance and acceptance. And bearing

Edwards’ sculpture has now taken on a whole new identity. As with his previous travels to Siberia, he has been confronted

witness.

with the harsh realities of a rapidly changing climate and ecology. He explains:

We tend to think of artists as devising work in a linear fashion and of that work being finished when it leaves the studio. But

The idea of this character standing in the wake of an ebbing tide after a deluge intrigued me…this character could be a

many artists retain relationships with their creations after that departure and sometimes their meaning can change; new

monitor, an evidence collector, a barometer even of our relationship to nature and in Australia at this time this seemed

experiences can flow backwards in time, adhering to the body of a piece already in existence as new ideas evolve in the mind

prescient.

of the sculptor.

Edwards’ man is a sentinel; his knowledge of climate change and environmental disaster is modern humanity’s urgent burden.

This is the case with After the Flood. The original title of Edwards’ monumental work was The Catcher and from the start,

But it’s also the weight of knowledge and impotence faced by those from ancient cultures who see their land destroyed and

adherence was central to the concept. In its original iteration, Edwards saw his man as burdened by personal concerns; this

their wisdom ignored. And there’s a duality to the Catcher. He’s looking both backwards and forwards at the flood that’s been

changed after a visit to Australia in 2018, where he showed his work in Sydney and Melbourne; responses to his work were

and the flood to come; Edwards explains it this way:

strong and time and again, viewers read his Catcher in the context of a shared disaster and a collective responsibility.

I’m conscious of dynasties of indigenous peoples that have lived with the nature there, and this has helped to fine-tune the

Edwards’ now imagined another role for his burdened man; the wingspan of accretions that defined his figure had shifted, he

directions in which I want my work to go. I look forward to further iterations of the sculpture developing with me through

explains, to an exploration of the impact of natural cycles and man-made cataclysms.

time– monitoring if you like this unfolding story.

The metaphors I was thinking through before were personal and psychological; now a whole environmental aspect reared

The unfolding story is part of a deluge of ideas. After the Flood is the beginning of a dialogue with a new and very ancient

its head.

continent.

Edwards’ experience of the southern continent’s outback and its vast river systems has had a profound affect on him. They’ve
revealed the realities of a landscape shaped by drought and periodic floods, a parched terrain where rivers only flow for parts
of a year, or even only a few times in a century but where ferocious cyclones can dump a deluge in a couple of days; once
these waters flowed across the plains bringing life; now, they also bring death and destruction, drowning and destroying a land
already wounded by over-use and manmade mistreatment.
This ancient terrain is very different from the geologically young and restless land of East Anglia and the North Sea, where
Edwards lives and works. Australia’s fossilised soils are among the oldest and least fertile on earth and the continent is also
home to the oldest continuous living culture; for over 60,000 years humans have trod lightly on this thin crust of soil, but, since
colonisation began in 1788, an Aboriginal philosophy of living with the land and being of the land has been superseded by one
of dominance, trying to bend the land to human needs, often with disastrous results.
When white settlers first started grazing and farming Australia in the late 18th century they were struck by the well-ordered
nature of the landscapes they found. They assumed the lightly wooded grasslands were natural, not realising that millennia of
fire farming by its Aboriginal inhabitants had created ideal conditions for hunting and gathering.

Fiona Gruber is an arts journalist, critic and radio broadcaster who divides her time between Australia and the UK
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CATCHER
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After the Flood

Bronze
195 x 400 x 150cm
1 in a series of 5

30

31

Streamer

Bronze
26 x 18 x 19cm
1 in series of 9

Crossfire
Passing Through
Bronze
26 x 27 x 7cm
1 in series of 9
32

Bronze

23 x 13 x 12cm

33

34

35

Arbour

Bronze
380 x 180 x 70cm
1 in a series of 5

36

37

38

39

Arbour (Reed bed)
Bronze
164 x 90 x 40cm
1 in a series of 5

40

41

Arbour maquette
Bronze
61 x 24 x 9cm
1 in a series of 18

42

Wick

Bronze
43 x 23 x 9cm
Edition of 18

Hammock

Bronze
55 x 24 x 14cm
1 in a series of 18

43

A world held together
by ropes and knots
by Piers Vitebsky
There are very few people I would take with me on an anthropological expedition to the far northeast of Siberia. Laurence
Edwards is not only a great artist, but also an uncomplaining travelling companion and a humane observer of people and their
environment.
Again and again, I saw how Laurence would study people’s faces, but how his gaze would also be drawn to the knives and
axes in their hands, and on to the textures and substances of the land beyond: the moss, lichen, twigs and stones, the hides
and hacked-off fragments of animals encrusted with dried blood and lying around ready to be used as the fundamental
materials for making tools and equipment, in order to catch yet more of the animals which are the only support for humans on
this vast, dangerous and almost uninhabited landscape.
Confronted with the unhurried pace of the herders, where the processes of life and death and the mechanisms of the flesh are
so starkly revealed, Laurence’s reaction made me think anew about the constant tying and untying of the ropes which hold a
herder’s world together, and which I had come to take for granted: the reindeer-hide thongs repaired and tangled over many
years of migration, on saddlebags, in the complicated skeins of harnesses, and in the erecting and dismantling of a tent; the
knots tied with a single loop which hold firm yet pull apart with a sharp tug at the free end, but which must be picked apart with
painful bare hands when they become encrusted with the ice of a day’s travelling; the cords holding wooden sledges together
loosely so that they yield instead of shattering when they bang against the jagged rocks masked under a blanket of snow.
Lacuna and Laughing Strings use ropes and twigs to create form and substance, just as the herders do. But there is the
nervous undertow of a newcomer responding in fascination to this environment: tendons are stripped bare, exposed, hollowed
out with all the stitching showing. In Shuttle, inspired by the design of a fish trap, the human figure is suspended – safely
cocooned, or imprisoned? Reindeer are regularly tied and released, tied and released, meanwhile roaming forty miles a day
to graze. In Caravan, people are grouped together just as reindeer are harnessed to a caravan of sledges. But is Caravan an
echo of reindeer teamwork, or does the all-encompassing rope signify a more total entrapment? Again, in Coil and The Snag,
it is a human who is held fast, rather than an animal.
A lasso is made from a long, thin strip of reindeer hide, and is known as the “long arm of the herder”. It is coiled and thrown
slightly ahead of a running reindeer, to allow time for the noose to swoop over the antlers and fall around their root, snapping
shut through a toggle carved from mountain sheep’s horn without falling further down around the animal’s neck. The reindeer is
held fast by the tension caused by its own strugggle as the herder draws himself and the animal together by pulling hand over
hand along the rope. In Laurence’s Lasso, is it the man who is trapped? But also he is the lasso, and he is the antler – he is
all the parts in the entire drama of catching, holding and releasing.

44
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Yet by constraining an animal force which would otherwise roam beyond human control or engagement, ropes and knots are
also liberating, and the local cosmology seems designed to face this ambiguity.
Wild animals cooperate in their own catching at the command of their spirit master, an old man called Bayanay who sends
them to offer themselves to the hunter willingly. A skilful hunter treats the animal’s flesh, bones and soul with gestures of
respect, so that Bayanay will make sure it is reincarnated as the same species next time round and offer itself to the same
hunter again. Domestic reindeer are caught by lasso and harnessed by a tangle of straps and knots, but they too cooperate
with their human minders in a symbiotic ecology of mood. Some come to be milked by women, others are trained to pull
sledges or to work closely with a rider clad in matching reindeer fur, so that they glide smoothly like an antlered centaur. Some
people have a special magic reindeer which acts as an animal double and life insurance policy, deliberately standing in front of
its human companion when that person is threatened with accident or disaster, taking the blow and dying in its owner’s stead.
Laurence’s figures are human, but perhaps even more than he realises, they pick up indigenous ideas of the interchangeability
of human and animal identity and form. The lives of both animals and humans are defined by ropes and knots, which entrap
and liberate them at the same time.

Dr Piers Vitebsky is Head of Anthropology and Russian Northern Studies at the Scott Polar Research Institute
Author of ‘Reindeer People: Living with Animals and Spirits in Siberia’ (2005)
and ‘Living without the Dead: Loss and Redemption in a Jungle Cosmos’ (2017)
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Lacuna

Bronze
39 x 64 x 50cm

50

Laughing Strings
Bronze
136 x 64 x 39cm

51

Tether (detail)

Bronze
169 x 37 x 34cm

52

Tether

Bronze
169 x 37 x 34cm

53

Shuttle

Bronze
160 x 30 x 28cm
1 in a series of 5
54

55

Rag and Bone
Bronze
97 x 45 x 43cm
1 in a series of 5

56

Trellis

Bronze
87 x 63 x 26cm
1 in a series of 5

57

58

59

The Snag

Bronze
94 x 60 x 31cm
1 in a series of 5

Caravan

Bronze
70 x 28 x 20cm
1 in a series of 5

60

61

Lasso

Bronze
112 x 70 x 31cm

62

63

Dividing Line maquette
Bronze
26 x 30 x 11cm
1 in a series of 9
64

Dividing Line

Bronze
100 x 99 x 52cm
1 in a series of 5
65

In the Loop

Bronze
26 x 23 x 22cm
1 in series of 9

Loose Ends

Bronze
57 x 40 x 38cm
1in a series of 9

66

Endless Game
Bronze
30 x 18 x 14cm
5 in a series of 9

67

An Offer Refused
Bronze
55 x 48 x 18cm

68

69

Threads

Bronze
44 x 44 x 20cm

70

Coil

Bronze
97 x 65 x 52cm
1 in a series of 5

71

The Dark and the Light
Bronze
23 x 19 x 19cm

72

Long Way Down
Bronze
52 x 22 x 22cm
1/5

73

74

75

Crystal Man

Bronze
53 x 40 x 27cm
1/9

76

Campaign

Bronze
50 x 28 x 20cm
1 in a series of 5

77

Quill

Bronze
47 x 38 x 16cm
1/9

78

79

Staverton Man
Bronze
53 x 28 x 24cm
1/9

80

Modern Nature
Bronze
59 x 28 x 24cm
1/9

81

82

83

Chthonic Head 2
Bronze
110 x 55 x 65cm
1/9

84

Chthonic Head 1
Bronze
110 x 55 x 65cm
2/9
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LAURENCE EDWARDS
CHRONOLOGY (HIGHLIGHTS)
1967
Born Suffolk
1983 – 1985
Studies Foundation Art at Lowestoft
College, Suffolk
1985 – 1988
Studies Sculpture at Canterbury College
of Art, Kent; tutors include Anthony Caro,
John Gibbons and David Thompson
1988 – 1990
Studies under Master Founder Tissa
Ranasinghe at the Royal College of Art
London
Awarded a Henry Moore Bursary, the
Angeloni Prize for Bronze Casting and
an Intach Travelling Scholarship to study
traditional methods of Indian bronze
casting
1990
Establishes first foundry and studio at
Clock House, Bruisyard, Suffolk
1991
Exhibits Nature Morte series in the coastal
marshland near Aldeburgh
1992
Works on Totemic series
Moves from Bruisyard to set up studio at
Yew Tree Farm, Laxfield, Suffolk. Builds
bronze foundry and establishes Yew Tree
Farm Studios artistic community
1993
Shows the Nature Morte series at The
Crypt Gallery, London
Starts work on Squatting Figure series
1994
Solo exhibition ‘Laurence Edwards:
Interior Motives’ at Christchurch Mansion,
Ipswich, includes the Squatting Figure
series and Walking Man, his first life-size
bronze

‘Projections: New Sculptures by Laurence
Edwards’ exhibition at St Edmundsbury
Cathedral
2000
Works with artist Les Bicknell on Meridian,
a Millennium public art commission project
in Louth, Lincolnshire
Stations of the Cross series exhibited at
the Church of The Blessed Virgin, Woolpit,
Suffolk
2001
Shows Surrender to the Gaze series at
Sculpture on the Green at Norwich Castle,
a Breaking the Mould Tate Partnership
exhibition
2002
Shows Standing up to Scrutiny series
in ‘The Naked Truth’, a Tate Partnership
exhibition at the Fermoy Gallery, Kings
Lynn.
Solo exhibition at the Lynn Strover Gallery,
Cambridge
Exhibits in ‘About Face: Get Your Head
Around Sculpture’ at The Croydon
Clocktower alongside works by Rodin,
Henry Moore, Elisabeth Frink, Antony
Gormley and Tracey Emin
2003
Moves studio to Butley Mills, near Orford,
and builds a larger foundry and creates a
complex of studios
Against the Tide commissioned by
Ipswich for the River Gipping. Works on
Organic Figure series
2004
Creek Heads series Messums Gallery,
London

1995
Starts work on the Predicament series

2005
Messums commissions three life-size
figures: Kite, Hover and In the Balance,
and starts to represent the artist

‘Laurence Edwards: Recent Sculpture’
solo exhibition at the Delfina Studios
Gallery, London

2006
Wins the Royal Society of Portrait
Sculpture Award for Grin and Bare

1996
Solo exhibition at the Hannah Peschar
Gallery, Surrey, featuring the Predicament
series Moves to Yoxford

2007
Three figures from the Surrender to the
Gaze series are permanently sited on
private land overlooking the Alde river at
Iken, by the Suffolk coast

1997
Produces the Snap and Keeping
it Together series Included in the
‘Disembodied: Exploring the Human
Form’ exhibition at the Sainsbury Centre
for the Visual Arts, Norwich

2008
Major solo exhibition, Creek Men, at
Snape Maltings during the Aldeburgh
Festival, includes siting of three 8ft bronze
figures among the reed beds

Exhibits in ‘Young British Sculptors’ at the
Beaux Arts Gallery, Bath
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1998
Appointed Artist-in-Residence for the
Bury St Edmunds Festival, working on
Projection series

2009
First publication, ‘Creek Men, a journey’.
With introduction by Christopher LeBrun
PRA Published by Clock house Arts
Association, accompanied by Solo
Exhibition Aldeburgh Gallery
Elected Associate member Royal Society
of British Sculptors
2010
Solo Show Messums Cork St London.
Naked show at Royal Society British
Sculptors, London
2011
Purchased New Studio an ex fire station,
Saxmundham (in addition to Butley) Set
up modelling - drawing - studios
2012
‘East Coast Show’. 8 East Anglian artists.
Messums Cork St London
Art at the Edge, Olympic. Touring show
to Ashmolian Museum, Oxford; Victoria
Art Gallery, Bath; Oxo Tower, Southbank
London
‘Beast of Burden’. 14ft wide sculpture
installed on the alter at Blythburgh
Church, Suffolk
‘Society of British Portrait Sculptors’ Cork
St London
‘Exchange’. Group show with Maggi
Hambling, Lynne Strover Gallery,
Cambridge
Elected ‘Fellow of the Royal Society of
British Sculptors’
2013
Gallery show at Sala Pares, Barcelona
Gallery show at McClelland Sculpture Park
and Gallery, Melbourne, Australia
Two man show with Dominic Welch at
Mossgreen, Melbourne, Australia
Solo show at Messums London
Dedication of new Alter piece at
Blythburgh Church Suffolk
2014
‘East Anglian Artists’ at Messums, London
‘Figuring’ - Group show at Royal society
of Sculptors, Kensington
Installed ‘Carrier’at Lake Zurich
Switzerland

2015
Solo show at Mossgreen, Melbourne,
Australia and at Rushcutters bay, Sydney,
Australia
Prize-winner, Society of British Sculptors,
London
Maquarie sculpture winner, ‘Sculpture by
the Sea’, Bondi, Sydney, Australia
Featured in the New York Times, Guardian
2016
Solo show, Messums London
Sculpture Commission installation at the
opening of the ‘Bei Wu Sculpture Park’,
Weissensee, Berlin
Opened new Studio and large scale
Foundry, in Suffolk
‘Deformation- Transformation’, group
show with Sean Henry and Brian Taylor at
Messums Wiltshire
‘Genus’ solo show of maquettes and
studies, Messums Wiltshire
‘Encounter’, group show with Maggi
Hambling, at Lynne Strover Gallery,
Cambridge
2017
Commissioned to create ‘Summit’ 4 life
size figures ascending staircase Cannon
Green, London
2018
Received commission to create 8ft
figure ‘Man of Stones’ to be installed in
the Sainsbury Centre Sculpture Park,
Norwich. Funded by ‘The Louise & Paul
Cooke Endowment’
‘Heads’, Messums Wiltshire
‘Maquettes’, a solo show at Messums
London
Evolution- Exploration’ St Mary’s Place,
Paddington Sydney
Travelled to North Eastern Siberia to visit
and stay with the Eveny Reindeer Herders,
with Cambridge University Anthropologist,
Professor Piers Vitebsky
Commission to create ‘Mining monument’
Doncaster
2019
Installed six 6ft figures in 18th Century
Wyatt entrance hall of Hevenigham Hall,
Suffolk
‘Gathering of Uncertainties’, Messums
London and Wiltshire
Film of the ‘Making of the Man of Stones’
by Bill Jackson
Film ‘The Making of the Colossus’ by Phil
Cairney
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